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TEACHING IN A PANDEMIC:
A HISTORY OF THE BOOK COURSE DELIVERED ONLINE 

GEORGE GERMEK, ASSOCIATE LIBRARIAN, SPECIAL COLLECTIONS

GUGGENHEIM MEMORIAL LIBRARY

MONMOUTH UNIVERSITY 



MONMOUTH UNIVERSITY’S THE STORY OF THE BOOK
The Story of the Book, a librarian-designed and taught three-credit course, successfully ran 

for 10 years under Monmouth University’s First-Year Seminar program.

In 2019, the first-year seminar program was eliminated due to the University’s plan to 

reduce graduation credits from 125 to 120.

In early 2020, The Story of the Book was absorbed in Perspectives, a University capstone 

course that requires completion of 80 credits for registration.

For fall 2020, the course was slated for hybrid instruction until enrollment exceeded 15 

students in August. By late August, the course was redesigned for full online delivery.



ONLINE EXPERIENCE FINDINGS: CHALLENGES

❖ Navigating the University LMS: Quickly learning the University LMS (Desire-to-Learn, or D2L) was essentially a 
trial-and-error process. While Monmouth University offered strong technical support, creating course requirements 
electronically (quizzes, exams, and group presentations) took significant time to setup.

❖ Grading: Learning to grade and publish those course requirements was relatively easy; assigning accurate weights to 
those requirements and having D2L produce grading reports requires a great degree of foresight and planning.

❖ PowerPoint Presentations: Traditional class time is typically a mix of course lectures and PowerPoint presentations. 
Online class time requires an extensive redesign of all lectures to improve the learning experience.

❖ Dropbox Locations: Students were often confused by an array of dropbox locations, which resulted in submission 
issues.

❖ Supplemental Course Materials: In a traditional class, learning aids (rare books, maps, charts, illustrations, and 
diagrams) are paper-based and photocopied. To overcome the ease of using analog documents, many materials 
required time-consuming scanning. To do so, multiple, random visits to library were necessary and sometimes 
difficult to manage.

❖ Student Participation: Sustaining student engagement in an online learning environment is difficult and not always 
efficient. Although Zoom claims that an instructor can see up to 49 students at once, it is difficult to deliver a 
presentation and  simultaneously monitor student engagement.



ONLINE EXPERIENCE FINDINGS: SUCCESSES

ADVANTAGES:

❖ Grading: In a traditional class, grade computations are essentially a manual affair using a calculator or Excel 
spreadsheet. In D2L, grades are quickly computed and sent to students immediately. D2L also produces an array of 
reports such as statistical distributions such as medians and averages. D2L also produces a multitude of chart types. 

❖ Zoom Flexibility/Office Hours: Conventional office hours are often rigid; Zoom offers a much greater flexibility. 
Student requests to meet and discuss their work off hours, including weekends and holidays were easily handled.

❖ Attendance: Only 4 absences were recorded during the semester. A noticeable distinct lack of parking lot complaints 
also ceased!



FUTURE TAKEAWAYS

Teaching book history online is indeed possible but requires a great degree of preparation. 

In the Spring of 2021, The Story of the Book will run online with 10 registered students. The learning 
experienced will be improved by:

A clearer grasp of online course time management.

A better understanding of D2L’s grading functionality.

A reduced number of assigned dropboxes to help students better organize their work.

The now-established course-assigned digital library residing in D2L.
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Digital Repository Migration

David J. Williams
Digital Initiatives and Special Collections Librarian
David and Lorraine Cheng Library
William Paterson University of New Jersey



Why migrate?

● Infrastructure Limitations

● Implementation Issues

● Resource Requirements

● Preservation Standards



Analysis & Evaluation

Requirements were gathered and specifications analyzed, revealing the need 
for a flexible storage architecture within a stable hosting framework.

The results informed the development of an evaluation matrix, comparing 
solutions ranging from outsourced technical administration to working 

within the available campus information technology domain.

In-person and remote interviews were scheduled and conducted with 
technical specialists and product marketing representatives.



Next Steps…





→

https://www.jstor.org/site/caldwelluniversityarchives/
https://library.artstor.org/public/SS36088_36088_31819152




https://caldwelluniversityarchives.omeka.net/
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